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Abstract
There are recent calls for “next-generation” theories to account for the advances in Information Systems
(IS) and to challenge previous assumptions (Burton-Jones et al., 2018). Yet, IS literature contains limited
discussion about how to effectively create, integrate, and communicate “next-generation” theories for new
IS phenomena (Leidner & Tona, 2021). Theories in papers continue to provide broad ideas which reiterate
the same message from the original theories; so, these authors struggle to use and outline theories
effectively in their papers (Grover & Lyytinen, 2015; Leidner & Tona, 2021). Grover and Lyytinen (2015)
find the majority (70%) of two top IS journal publications do not write or use theory well; over fifty percent
of theory integration and adaptation is considered “instantiation…” (Grover & Lyytinen, 2015, p. 278).
Along with recent developments and focus on theory, it remains critically important that IS discipline craft
theoretical contributions more effectively, which are purposefully and logically written so that the field can
advance: “[t]his means finding ways to communicate our sense made…such that those most likely to find
our work pragmatically useful….understand it and are motivated to apply it” (Corley & Gioia, 2011, p. 26).
Some researchers, to generate a strong theoretical contribution, use abduction as a form of theory building
(Kathuria et al., 2020; Leidner, 2020). Abduction is defined as “…inference to the best explanation”
(Kathuria et al., 2020). Abduction encourages creativity from researchers to examine their theoretical
explanations. Abduction is not the only form of theory generating in IS; recent IS literature has posited the
problematization approach, which is where “…we should question assumptions and not take previously
established findings for granted,” is the next step in enhancing theoretical contributions (Chatterjee &
Davison, 2021, p. 228). However, problematization is grounded in existing literature, which may limit
researchers’ creativity and thus has the potential for limited theoretical contribution. Thus, our research
question is: How do we use problematization and abduction to generate more interesting and useful
information systems theories?
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